Expressing the gratitude

We are pleased to the Clean Drinking Water Team (CDWT) for their endless effort at achieving better result in the areas of health, sanitation and education sector at Panchakanya Rural Municipality, Nuwakot, Nepal.

It was great honour welcoming CDWT at the remote villages of Panchakanya Ward-2 for constructing huge water tank in kaurene, korthok and Thokrebare that benefited four hundred household simultaneously. It was also a good footstep to build underwater Pulling pump Tank in Appchaur of Panchakanya ward-1. Moreover, for better and quality CDWT had distributed more than 30 water Filter Jugs and 20 Laptops throughout the Panchakanya Rural Municipality’s schools and health posts.

It is a great pleasure coordinating with Richard R. Miessau, DP of the CDWT, Madhav D. Pandey, DVPS of CDWT, Robert T. Brown, DVPT of CDWT and cordella Miessau, Misses of Richard. All those personnel are dedicated and motivated for linking development into our villages at a speedy and inclusive way.

In the days to come we expect more coordination and collaboration from CDWT.
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